
Phase Stability, Closed Form

To get a closed form solution, we will convert the difference equations 
derived in the last lecture to differential equations. We can do so, because 
phase and energy are continuous enough parameters as suggested by 
following the trajectory around the phase space. In practical terms, it 
means that the phase and energy change gradually and in small enough 
amounts from one turn to another.  




























































































































































































Now that we have demonstrated the equivalence of the difference and 
differential equations (sort of!), we can use these results to treat phase 
oscillations, by which we mean to find how the phase difference changes 
from turn to turn. 



To do so, we linearize the equations of motion, that is to say, rewrite the 
equation of phase variation in terms of 



 

And assume that         is small, allowing us to only keep the terms with the 
linear terms of this factor and ignore the seconds and third powers of



































































































Thus, circular accelerators that cross the transition energy during the 
acceleration cycle must perform a phase jump in the radio frequency 
system at the appropriate time in order to maintain phase stability. 



















At the transition energy, synchrotron oscillation period becomes infinite 
and there is no phase focusing











In case of a linac,























To reiterate the constraints used in this section, we assumed that the 
synchronous energy and particle velocity do not change very much at 



each accelerating station, and also that the phase oscillation amplitudes 
are small; these assumptions allowed us to derive the differential equations 
in this section (equation 2.41) and linearizre and solve it. Next, we will relax 
these constraints. 



A diabetic damping and longitudinal emittance

In the previous section , we assumed that the change in synchronous 
energy and other parameters is sufficiently small over one period of 
interest so that their derivatives could be ignored. Here, we relax this 
restriction. We will find that if these changes are slow over time, the 
corresponding changes in the oscillation amplitudes can be given by a 
simple expression. 



To be able to use our knowledge and intuition from the simple harmonic 
oscillators, we will derive equations in terms of time, t, rather than in terms 
of acceleration stage passage number, n. 




























































































































































































































So now, we have a condition for phase oscillations for the case where the 
synchronous energy and velocity are changing with time. We are still 
looking for solutions for particles with phase and energies near the 
synchronous values, but now this synchronous value changes with time. 



Let’s solve equation 2.61: 



A standard approach for solving a second order differential equation of this 
type is to choose a trial solution of the form 





And pick v such that the first derivative term is zero in the equation for u. 





































































































































If we look at the energy oscillation equation, we get a similar equation, 
which results in

























Classical mechanics tells us that a simplification in the description of 
motion is gained by the use of canonically conjugated pairs. 



From classical mechanics, we know that for a particle undergoing periodic 
motion, the area of its trajectory in the appropriate phase space is an 
adiabatic invariant. We have a similar case here with our variables: 








































The area in phase space which contains the particles in a bunch is termed 
the longitudinal emittance. It is hoped (!) that this emittance is smaller than 
the area of the entire stable region. 

























At transition, our requirement that the parameters of the system change 
slowly does not hold. So, the equations derived here do not apply. Let's 
understand what happens when we cross a transition. 


